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    ANNOUNCEMENTS

    DIMMING HALO  by Robert Denham

    CLASH OF TITANS  by Robert Williams

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ANNOUNCEMENT:  Our current APC president, Mike Dennin has spent nearly three years of continuous spare-time

dedication to APC.  He is taking a well-deserved leave of absence from his presidential duties and will return to the saddle

in a couple of months.  VP Robert Williams will be substituting for Mike for the duration and board member Robert

Denham has kindly offered to help out.  

ANNOUNCEMENT: We have not had sufficient input for sustaining a dual issue of the Journal every month so we will try

a once a month schedule.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DIMMING HALO  by Robert Denham 

"Dissent is the highest form of patriotism."--Howard Zinn (historian), 2002 

 

I’ve often seen that quote, over the last few years, from self-righteous liberals opposed to Bush's policies (many of which,

as we have seen, were not in the wrong...just ask Obama, who is quietly continuing them):

Well; perhaps dissent can be for patriotic purposes…except, seemingly, when--as now--said dissent is directed against a

liberal Democrat President's polices. Then, it's "un-American", as Democrat leaders have recently advised. Incidentally,

the above quotation was frequently--though falsely--attributed to Thomas Jefferson.  Liberals lying, in an attempt to give

their argument more weight, and thusly more impact.

 

I admit: around election time, and even to the present weeks, Obama frightened me. I truly dreaded what America might

become, in the hands of such an America-hating, hardline-Socialist President, and a majority party of leftist/liberal loons

controlling both houses of Congress. Honestly; I feared for my country. But now, I’m slowly coming to understand that

there's not all that much to fear, really.

I still think Obama’s overall goal is the dismantling of the American Republic; but, he and his party’s efforts are proving

so inept and ham-handed---thanks, perhaps, to their all-consuming, arrogant disdain for, and vast underestimation of---the

American people, that they're even proving rather comical. The Chosen One’s halo is tarnishing. His approval numbers are

rapidly falling (47% a few days ago; 41% as of Aug. 16th). His inexperience is catching up to him, I think; and as a result,

his frustration is showing. Also, is he sprouting gray hair, --- already? Must be rough, not getting all-around praise

anymore; having to endure actual criticism. And, maybe for the first time in his entire life, meeting real resistance...NOT

getting everything he wants, just because he wants it. Hard on the ego --- especially one as massive, and fragile, as his.

 

Democrat sound bites are coming off as wildly divisive, conceited and trivializing, making people angry. Take, for

example, Nancy Pelosi’s recent comments, concerning people “bringing swastikas to Town Hall meetings”. What?

Suddenly--and, by rather suspicious coincidence too ---Democrat officials are “discovering” swastikas and other

race-related vandalism at/near their offices.

Now, please understand: before Nancy's comment.....no swastika reports.  Afterward, however, they're sprouting up

everywhere; Democrat legislators are suddenly hallucinating  “swastikas” in the unhappy crowds of older people, veterans,
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and   passionately-concerned, well-informed citizens.

“Fascists!” they hiss, glancing from side-to-side, desperately hoping someone listens this time, and actually believes them.

“How dare these Fascist rabble read the bill....?! We don’t even do that! They’re actually understanding what's going

on....oh, no--we can’t have that!”

Now; couldn’t it, just possibly, simply be people informing themselves? People standing up and resisting governmental

seizure and destruction of private industry and capitalism? No---it simply must be racism; hatred for the black President!

And if it isn’t, well, gosh-darnit, they’ll make it seem so.

Now, the only ones who won't recognize all this for what it truly is--clumsy, overblown, ridiculously obvious smear

tactics--are those who just don't wish to. Obama and his far-leftist whacko administration of criminals, tax

cheats and Chicago cronies (cronyism being a practice for which Bush took much heat, by the by) are proving to be not

saviors, but just politicians, after all, with all the sleaziness and hypocrisy that term implies; and they're not even very good

politicians, at that. "Change" and "Hope" have degenerated into "same ole, same ole"....but with the added ingredient of a

push toward Socialism. But big surprise!  The American people are pushing back, which was apparently not anticipated.

The sheep--for which Obama and his goons had such contempt-- have some wolves among them, after all.

As a result, I'm not scared anymore; well, not AS scared. I still attend and organize Tea Parties; I'm going to DC on 9/12,

for the march there; I still write my letters to the editor.

 

But I don't worry as much, anymore now.  I'm more angry, like millions of others, many of whom voted for

Obama......2010’s coming Barack, and so is 2012.  Perhaps he’s already seeing his much-anticipated, media-hailed second

term circling the drain….hard on the ego, man; hard on the ego.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CLASH OF TITANS  by Robert Williams

Since about the seventh century the religion-based Islamist movement has ravaged both human progress and human

dignity on a titanic scale.  Today the oil-financed remnants of Islamic empires fight a savage no-holds-barred war to regain

lost glories.   Since approximately the early 1900's a more recent socialist  titan has also attempted to ravage human dignity

and freedom.  The reason behind these two scourges is the same --- a fanatic lust for power of the few over the many.  The

Islamists justify this lust with the mantra, "all must be slaves of the God Allah", and of course it is elitists at the top of

Islamist society who invent and enforce Allah's will.  The socialists with their mantra of "leaders know best and the public

must be forced into whatever common mold the leaders demand" was horrifyingly illustrated by Hitler's German Socialist

Party and Soviet Russia's elitist Communist Politbureau that ruled the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics with an

exceedingly iron fist.

But in 1776 another titan emerged --- the titanic appeal of true individual and political freedom and representative

government as laid down in the American Constitution and Bill of Rights written by America's founders.   This titan has

fought the other two titans and is still at war with them.  But there is a difference.  The other titans are top-down.  The

freedom titan is grassroots.   The power of this grassroots  is under attack in America but it is still there.   Where else could

a citizen stand almost nose to nose with a majority-party senator (in this case Specter) --- and as the Aug. 24th issue of

"Time" quoted,  yell the following at the senator, "You can do whatever the Hell you please to do.  (BUT) One day God's

going to stand before you, and He's going to judge you and the rest of your damned cronies on the Hill.  And then you'll get

your just deserts."

Specter and his cronies on the Hill may sneer at grassroots as phony "astroturf" but that sort of arrogance only fans the

kind of anger expressed in the above citizen's statement.  Unfortunately there are a large number of Americans with

distinctly socialist sentiments who avidly support turning this country into a one-party socialist dictatorship. The current

congress knows that and counts on it.  Therein lies the most dangerous clash of titans because it is the division of the

American public along deeply held beliefs that has already led to a civil war of words and could turn violent if not cooled.

Where are the "peacemakers"?  Where are the more sober minds?  Where indeed are we to find escape from violence? 

The answer is simple and right before our noses.  It is the same answer as Lincoln tried in attempts to avoid the violence

and horrors of civil war.  NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT OF ISSUES THROUGH COMPROMISE AND ACCEPTANCE
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OF PRESERVING BOTH THE UNION AND THE PRINCIPLES OF INDIVIDUAL LIBERTY GUARANTEED BY

OUR CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF RIGHTS.

Obama has publicly declared he believes in our Constitution, but he and his cronies have yet to prove anything but the

opposite.

 


